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INFD-D-17-00955 (BMC Infectious Diseases)

Case Report: Mechanisms of HIV Elite Control in two African Women

Yumna Moosa; Ramla F Tanko; Veron Ramsuran; Ravesh Singh; Nonhlanhla Yende-Zuma; Melissa-Rose Abrahams; Philippe Selhorst; Kamini Gounder; Carolyn Williamson; Salim S Abdool Karim; Nigel J Garrett; Wendy A Burgers
Dear Philippa

We have now obtained Consent to Publish from both participants in our manuscript, and have stated this in the notes section. We have also made one other change, and that is to rename the two participants from the original PID numbers, to “Elite controller 1” and “Elite controller 2”, as requested by our IRB.

The revised manuscript has been uploaded.

warmest wishes

Wendy Burgers

Corresponding Author